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Review of the Canadian Organic Standards

Last meeting of the Technical Committee May 11 -13 2015
Launched in the fall of 2013, the review of the Canadian Organic Standards is entering its last final
phase: the last Technical Committee (TC) meeting, followed by the second ballot and public review.
The Working Group responsible for the proposed merger of the organic aquaculture and agriculture
standards have been very active, and the Technical Committee will analyze the proposed merger at
the May meeting to make recommendations and submit the merged organic standards to public
review, where the Canadian sector will have the opportunity to issue comments.
Some agriculture issues will also be addressed by the TC at the May meeting, including the use of
biodegradable mulch, outdoor access for poultry, and parallel production. The TC is responsible for
resolving all negative votes issued under the first ballot.
The May meeting will be the last meeting of the TC. Subsequent discussions following the public
review and the second ballot will be addressed by the Conveners of the Working Groups, and any
necessary TC approval would be done via electronic messaging.
The OFC will announce the launch of the public review as soon as the May recommendations from
the TC will have been inserted into the merged organic agriculture-aquaculture draft.

Ecology in the city
An hotel for insects in Verdun (QC) to attract insects
beneficial to community gardens.

Consultation with small businesses
about Safe Foods for Canadians Regulation
The Organic Products Regulation will be part of the Safe Foods for Canadians Regulation (SFCR) and
the Canadian Food Inspection Agency is currently seeking feedback from small businesses (income
under $100,000 in annual gross sales) on options that could reduce burdens associated with
requirements being considered to strengthen Canada's Food Safety System. The CFIA is considering
improvements based on three key features:
 Identification of food businesses;
 Ability to trace a food product's path one step forward and one step back;
 Preventive food safety controls.
To see the proposed regulatory text, see here and click on progress to date in the consolidation of
food regulations' section. The Organic Regulations are Part 15 (on page 115).
You can provide comments, register for webinars and in-person sessions, and find information
regarding enquiries on the CFIA webpage here.

Organics in Canada
The 5000 Canadian organic operators are part of the 2 million organic producers
of the world (extract from IFOAM Annual Report).

Although there is not a national list of Canadian organic operators, provincial organizations and some
certifying bodies are providing lists of the operators in their territories/clientele.
BC Directory - http://www.certifiedorganic.bc.ca/search/searchbyop.php?region=ALL&search=
Prairie Producers are listed on SaskOrganics, Organic Alberta or Manitoba Organic Alliance websites
Ontario - http://www.organiccouncil.ca/directory
Quebec - http://www.produitsbioquebec.info/interroGrandPublicEn.do
Atlantic Canada – http://www.acornorganic.org/resources/organicdirectory
Yukon - http://organic.yukonfood.com/
Procert also publishes the full list of their certified operators. - http://www.procert.org/en/certification/directory

Quebec injects 9 million into organic agriculture
To support economic prosperity of the growing organic sector, Quebec will invest $ 9 million over
three years.
It is a major shift, has declared Pierre Paradis, the Quebec Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food. The main ministerial orientations will be the protection of the supply and the transition
towards organic agriculture.
« Quebec organic market is $400 million. But only 30% of this market is supplied by Quebec
producers» added Paradis.
Click here to read more (in French)

The Organic Science Cluster II entering its 3rd year of activities

An interview with Martin Entz,
the ‘sociable’ organic researcher
To highlight the progress made under OSCII, we present an interview with Martin Entz, the
‘sociable’ Manitoba researcher that has already a long experience with organic research.
Can you tell us a bit about yourself?
I am a first generation Canadian. My family came
from Germany in the 1950’s and started agricultural
activities here in Canada, in Manitoba. The farming
philosophies that my European family brought to this
country were all about diversity, animal integration,
and things that work well in organic farming, which
are very in-tune with what I am doing now. I’ve
always loved the land, and I am one of those lucky
people who fell into being able to do what I really love
to do.

You are leading two Research Activities in Organic Science Cluster II (OSCII) - can you
briefly explain both?
There are two projects that I have the privilege of being involved in in this Science Cluster.
The first project [Activity A.6] is looking at the soils in our long term Glenlea plots. The Glenlea plots,
located 20 km south of Winnipeg, compare organic and conventional farming systems over the long
term, and we are now entering the 24th year of this study. Organic Science Cluster II is supporting an
investigation of how to keep organic soils productive in the long term. The good news: there are ways
of doing so that involve a good crop rotation and the recycling of nutrients from animal agriculture
back into the farming system. As well, as a part of this study, we are also doing the same type of work
on a number of organic farms.

The second project [Activity A.1] involves a different wrinkle, this one to the organic breeding programs
that have been going on in Canada. There has been breeding of wheat, oat, corn and potato specifically
for organic farming, to make varieties that are suited to the unique circumstances of organically
managed soils and organic farming systems. What we have done is taken that to the next level, where
we don’t only have the scientists doing the plant breeding, we also have farmers involved in making
the selections of the really early generation genetic material.
The participatory breeding project also involves partners, like Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada and
farm groups in Québec and in British Columbia, and our university, the University of Manitoba. We
make crosses using parental material that farmers are interested in, and then we give the farmers
those seeds, usually about 5000 seeds per cross, and they grow them and make selections on their
farms. That is a very exciting new direction for plant breeding in Canada. The farmers really like working
together with the scientists. We are already seeing, as this project was started a number of years ago,
that three generations of selections on organic farms by farmers themselves does have a significant
effect in adapting that variety to their place. So that is quite exciting!
What brought you to this research, and what excites you the most about these projects?
For me, there are really two types of excitement. One is the joy of discovery and just seeing what is
possible, how things are going in the research, where trends are taking us, looking for unexpected
observations. That is always a lot of fun.
The second thing is that I consider myself a people person.
When you provide people with solutions to their problems on
their long term organic farms, or if you engage them directly
in being part of the research innovation through plant
breeding, you get a lot of satisfaction out of that.

You were also involved in the first Organic Science Cluster. Can you briefly explain your
projects and their outcomes? Have your current Research Activities developed as a
result of the first Organic Science Cluster?
The first Cluster did provide some support for organic plant breeding, and one of my projects is
definitely a continuation of that. The fun thing was that the colleagues who collaborated on that
project in wheat and oats both registered a variety or two out of that system. The first Cluster really
showed us the potential of being able to adapt varieties to organic soils, a question that many people
had been asking themselves. This new work really builds on that.
The other Organic Science Cluster project that I led last go around was looking at reducing tillage in
organic crop production. That was an exciting time, with two PhD and two Master’s students working
on the project. Reduced tillage in an organic cropping system in this region was an unexplored area,
and we really didn’t know what was possible in the dryland Prairies. Thanks to the students and the
funding, we made a lot of progress in understanding. We developed some machinery, and we
developed some combinations between cover crops and different machine settings, and all of those
really subtle things. So now, when we look at the Glenlea project in Organic Science Cluster II, where
we’re trying to make organic farming systems sustainable in the long term, say a 30-50 year timeframe,
we now have better tools in the form of eliminating a significant amount of tillage from the organic
system.
Where are your projects taking place?
In short, they are taking place at our long term study site at Glenlea and on organic farms across the
country. We also have a little bit of work at what we call our Organic Crops Field Laboratory in Carman,
Manitoba.

The farms that we’re working on for the participatory plant breeding are spread from Prince Edward
Island all the way to Vancouver Island. In 2014, we worked with 44 farms right across the country, in
almost every province – with the exception of Newfoundland and the Territories. That is a logistical
challenge, but we have a good team here to keep that all straight, and we are tying in to some regional
coordinators with different NGOs to help us coordinate the project.
How do you envision that your research will help organic producers in Canada?
Organic producers have been asking for a long time how to keep soils productive and how to deal with
pests, mainly weeds. We’ve long since focused on those two factors in all of our research. We’re
breeding crops that grow in more weedy situations and we’re doing long term work to maintain and
enhance soil fertility, so I think we’re addressing farmers’ issues. I think we have a very good
partnership in Canada between the organic farmers and the community that helps to serve them with
information and innovation.
We have scientists now who are able to really explain farming systems back to the farmer.
Producers are seeing certain interactions happening in their farming systems, and they’re wondering
why things are happening. For instance, farmers may wonder why they are able to grow good crops
even though soluble phosphorus levels are very, very low in the soil, so a typical agronomist will would
suggest that they have a crisis on their hands. The soil microbiologists who work with us, and with
others, are telling us that these systems remain productive because the soil biology has changed to
increase the number of beneficial fungi. In that way, I think that is just as important as giving farmers
a prescription of how to reduce your tillage or how to add compost to your soil. Farmers have worked
out some steps themselves, but they feel a lot more confident about those steps when they know why
they’re actually working.

How have the organic community and your industry partners helped to shape your
research?
The organic producers have had a
profound effect on the direction of
research. We have, as a collective
national group of organic agriculture
researchers, surveyed them quite
heavily to try to find out what are their
limiting circumstances. That strategic
approach has really paid off, and we
continue to learn more about their
problems. And, the industries are
informing us about what are the new
Participatory plant breeding field day
markets. Those are very, very
important signals, because farming is
business. The partnership between the farmers and the industries, and the support for research
through OSCII is a pretty good model for a lot of the challenges that we face
Are there graduate or undergraduate students, or postdoctoral fellows involved in this
research?
In my group, I have four graduate students involved in the Organic Science Cluster projects right now,
and I have one research associate/postdoctoral researcher involved, as well as two technical staff
which are contributed by the University of Manitoba.

With OSCII, graduate students who used to work in isolation at their own universities now are, in some
cases, having advisors from different universities. We’re all very pleased to work together, to have a
community.
To create critical mass, we need each other, and the Organic Science Clusters have helped to facilitate
that, and allow us to leverage a lot of things because we work together. There are always provincial
and local initiatives, which are important and need to be sustained for local problems, but the fact that
Canada has taken this nationwide initiative, and we’ve had people take on the challenge of managing
that collective initiative, that allows us to punch above our weight and it allows us to get more value
for the research money as well.
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